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Leah demands to know what is behind the locked door. Her frustration is too much.

Days in a cozy villa in Tuscany make Leah unwilling to go back to New York with Gianni’s dark secret still
between them. At the end of her patience, she gives Gianni an ultimatum at the risk of losing him
completely. If he doesn’t tell Leah, he will lose her. Will her demand force him to abandon her, and
devastate them both?

“Having been away in the romance of Tuscany, it was difficult to let go of the intimacy they had found there.
The pressures they had escaped would return, and the room in the condo that Gianni refused to talk about
would still be locked. As would his heart. Leah couldn’t tolerate the emotional distance between them, which
she knew would resurface once they were home.

Nor could she bear to see Gianni shoulder the burden alone any longer. The private moments they had shared
in the quiet valley had bonded her to him in a new way. The pleasures he had bestowed allowed Leah to feel
the depth of raw need. And she was more desperate than before to break through to him.”

??? Will Gianni finally talk about the locked room?

Wanting her more every day, Gianni is hit unexpectedly with all the emotion Leah has held inside too long.
Faced with having to talk about his past, or lose Leah, he has to make a tough decision. Still emotionally
withdrawn, Gianni is backed into a corner.

??? Series Description:

Gianni Rinaldi was introduced in the Touched By You series, the endearing romance of Tanner and Natalie.
He was the owner of GR Showroom, and showcased Natalie’s fashions. He was a source of jealousy for
Tanner, although his relationship with Natalie was strictly professional in the Touched By You series. But he
was deeply involved in his own romance, which you can now read about in “Leah’s Seduction.”

The story unfolds over a series of novellas. Each is an episode in the ongoing tale of seduction into the
secrets of the fashion industry, and the temptations of love.
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From Reader Review Leah's Seduction: 5 for online ebook

Missy Harton says

I was gifted this book for an honest review. This series continues to impress me. The scenes are extremely
HOT!! The writing is exceptional!!
Leah has made it know to Gianni numerous times of her growing affection for him. Their week spent in
Tuscany on holiday, made Leah realizes the importance of honesty in their relationship. She gives Gianni an
ultimatum.....no more secrets or it's over. Sensing Gianni will stay lick lipped, Leah locks herself away. After
wallowing in self pity, she makes her way to Gianni looking for answers.
Gianni finally opens up about the locked bedroom. Explaining his past failure crumbles some of the walls he
has put in place. With Leah's help he is able to enter that room and take back some of the feelings he lost.
Slowly Gianni is getting back a part of himself that he has been missing!! Although, he still has one big
secret that hasn't yet surfaced!!!
What's in store for these two? I can't wait to find out!!!
Missy - reviewer for Mommy's Naughty Playground

Patricia says

We finally find out what Gianni is hiding behind his lock door and with that knowledge Leah has been taken
to new heights. Once he revealed the secret their relationship has taken a step up if that is even possible. The
passion and heat between these two is already like an explosive volcano.

But know that even though secrets revealed not all has come to pass. There is still one major secret that if
revealed could be a major game changer. And let's not forget that Gianni is still not willing to allow certain
emotions to play into their relationship. Is he denying what he feels out of insulating his heart and if so will
he allow that to rule where what is to come or will he finally admit to himself that with Leah all things are
possible.

Oh and we can't forget to mention that the plot taking place in the fashion industry is building to a climax
also. Vadim has taken the bait to the false information offered. But he is one creepy, man who if crossed can
show a dark side. After an incident with Gianni's sister they need to be cautious about what he is capable of.
This story is not just heat and passion but has an underlining plot to keep you entranced and wondering what
will happen next.

The author has a way of drawing you into to this very erotic story and then capturing your mind, body and
senses into needing more. I look forward to the next book into what has turned out to be a very addictive
series.

Tonni "Kim" Brown says

FINALLY! Gianni told Leah about the locked room in his condo and the reason why it was locked. It seems
like that Gianni is giving Leah a heads up to why he doesn’t say that he loves her. But as you read you can
tell that he does. I have to admit that I kind of figure out the locked room back in book 3. Gianni needs to tell



Leah that other secret, “the journal”. Hopefully, he tells her before its too late. We see that Vadmin fell for
Gianni trap.

Christmas and the romance that they shared in Tuscany, was beautiful. The description of Tuscany as seen
through Leah’s eyes as Gianni takes her on a tour of the city; you would think that you are right there with
them. It was nice to see Natalie Baker Clarke from Touch by You series, which is also another good series to
read by Emily Jane Trent.

I love Emily Jane Trent writing style. She gives you both POV of the main characters. This way you get both
sides of the story and what they are feeling. I’m so into Leah’s Seduction series that I am reading them in
one night. Now I’m sitting on pins and needles waiting for the next book. I can’t wait for the Leah’s
Seduction Book 6. Great work Emily Jane, keep them coming.

“I received a copy of this book in exchange for my honest review. “

Gloria Herrera for As You Wish Reviews says

That locked room has driven me batty! The secret is finally out... I will let you discover it by yourselves..

Gianni also drives me crazy. He is still so removed although you can tell he is now so involved with Leah he
would regret the loss of her. As he opens up a little to her, we get to discover why he is so reluctant to allow
love to come to influence the "sex play".

One Dom once intimated to me that it is very hard to properly perform as a Dom if you are emotionally
involved with the sub. It is not that Doms are heartless or do not some emotional link to the sub... this link is
critical if they are to anticipate the subs needs and avoid hurting the sub. But falling in love with the sub
makes it difficult for the Dom to remain neutral in his handling of the most edgier of the scenes. To this I say
you cannot link so deeply to someone without your heart being involved. Maybe it is because I am a woman,
but this power exchange cannot be achieved to its full extent unless you not only trust but intimately know
the other person. If you are playing sex scenes, emotions come into play... and love is not too far behind.
Whether this becomes a forever love or a temporary attachment is to be determined, but emotions are always
involved. My opinion, developed from exchanging ideas and reading, not personal experience (too bad!).

In Part 5 we discover some disturbing facts that I have a feeling will come into play later on in this story.
Foreshadowing? I still love the way Emily Jane Trent is guiding us through this story . I am still willing to
extend my hand and have her guide me by the hand.

Kirstie says

I received a copy for an honest review.

I preferred books 1-4 as it was written from both characters PoV, this book however is more written about



them rather than as them, I'm glad we found out the secret from Gianni, I look forward to continuing to read
the rest of the series. Although I wouldn't want them to split up I do hope for something a little spicy to
happen to keep me enthralled on this series.

Tracy Gray says

As the relationship grows so does Leah's love for Gianni. But is it reciprocated. Gianni finally speaks about
the room that has been locked for so long. Can past experiences still govern present times. Can Gianni and
Leah continue as they are? A thought provoking novella that leaves you wanting more. Very smooth paced
storyline.

Claudia says

Finally a breakthrough of sorts. The more time they spend together Gianni is stubborn to admit that there is
more to their relationship than just being sexual. Leah is opening up feelings he never thought he'd feel or
deserved but by him finally opening up about the locked room their is a strong shift in their relationship.
Truth has a way changing things and feelings and Gianni is trying to grasp these new found feelings. The
plan for his enemies is finally coming into fruition. Which shows why he is the successful businessman he is
today. It feels like toward the end that Gianni is wants to come to grips with these new feelings that he has
for Leah, but refuses to give in to them. Even though in their sexual relationship she is the submissive and he
is the dominant, it would seem that in the battle of hearts she is the dominant and he will have no choice
sooner rather than later to just submit.

Carol Jameson says

"This room is ours now, and we will explore new boundaries"

Vadim takes Gianni's bait with what is up and coming in the fashion industry and the direction it will take
(but is it good advice??). Vadim wastes no time or thought to taking immediate action and wants Leah to buy
an exclusive high fashion line.

Gianni gets a glimpse of a very interesting photograph that was presented to him by Cody. The photograph
includes a meeting of sorts with Vadim (Leah's boss), Mason (owner of Barrington Showroom), and Byron
Clifton (Designer's Edge). Now what could they be up to???

Now on to Gianni & Leah....they are on an oh so romantic Christmas trip to Tuscany!!!!! And boy does it get
hot, hot, hot!. They continue to push to a higher level of passion (can you say whips, blindfolds, & beads?).
Gianni also finally reveals what is behind the locked door, spills the whole sorted story to Leah (after much
probing). Leah wasn't going to let it go until she knew all of Gianni's secrets so that nothing would be secret
between them.

We get a glimpse of Natalie Baker, fashion designer, from the "Touched by You" series. Natalie is Gianni's
new designer that he is showcasing in GR Showroom.



I love this series as much as the "Touched by You" series by Emily. Can't wait for Book 6!!!

Veronica LaRoche says

This story just gets better and better.. I am so happy to finally know what was behind that door.. I just love
when Leah and Gianni are together there chemistry is off the charts and I am hoping that he might let her in a
little more now that she knows what is behind the locked door. Leah loves him and I am hoping he will
finally see that he feels more of her then he cares to admit.. Now just waiting when the ball will drop when
and if she finds out about the journal. Can't wait for more Gianni and Leah in book 6.

Mary says

Yes, we finally get behind Gianni's crazy walls and get to the bottom of the locked room and what has him
withholding himself from Leah. There is still more to his story … why doesn't he believe he can love? But
love how this installment helps us understand the inner workings of Gianni's mind and at the same time we
get to watch the connection between Gianni and Leah grow and strengthen. We also get to cross paths with
Natalie and Tanner which was a fabulous surprise. Leah keeps surprising me with her strength and
conviction even when she struggles with her own self-esteem. Very curious how Gianni's business dealings
with the company Leah works for is going to play out. Excited to part 6!

Mary Winstead says

While in Tuscany, Leah forces Gianni to tell her about the locked room. When he does, she understands why
it's locked. When they arrive home Gianni shows her what's in the room. Great read.

Toni says

Another great addition to this series. This book was gifted to me by the author or an honest review. Gaining
and Leah seem to be getting closer, but Gianni is still holding onto some secrets of the past that is coming
between them. Gianni's reactions to Leah seem like ones of love, but Leah is confused. On a Christmas
getaway Leah has had a great time but cannot take anymore secrets, she explodes at Gianni which then in
turn makes Gianni share his painful secrets and the secret to what is behind the locked door. Once secrets are
revealed their relationship goes to new heights, but is Gianni still holding back his feelings, only time will
tell. This series gets hotter and hotter, a great addition to the series.

Kelly Yekel says

I have received this Arc of Leah's Seduction book 5, in exchange for a honest review!



I first want to point out that though I completely enjoy Emily's books, some tend to be tediously dragged out.
Which, unfortunately; causes me to become bored. Please don't get the wrong idea, I DO want to continue in
reading along; it's just frustrating sometimes to get through such thorough description of what's going on. In
some cases, I'd just to witness the most pivotal moment when the guy/women absolutely loves the other,
without having to read the thought process or what the other may or may not be feeling.

Anita Powers says

I really enjoyed this book in the series, it was emotional, romantic, and fun. I am really enjoying the storyline
about Vadim and can't wait til he gets what is coming to him. I am so worried about the journal, I know this
secret is going to come out, I hope they survive. I enjoyed reading about their time in Tuscany, it was so
romantic and emotional. I was so happy that Gianni finally shared the secret of the locked door, it wasn't
what I originally thought but can definitely see how this has turned Gianni away from love. I loved reading
about Gianni and Leah's first time with the crop, it was so hot. I enjoyed reading about Gianni first meeting
Natalie and the scene with Tanner I remembered from their books and it was interesting reading what Gianni
thought of their interaction. I am glad they are being more open with each other but I am afraid that what
Leah is hoping for is not going to happen. Can't wait til the next book.

Kim says

The holidays are always exciting but when you are in Tuscany they are amazing !! Gianni takes Leah away
for Christmas to the gorgeous country side of Tuscany where they laugh, smile, eat, drink, cry and tell each
other the truths. But can the truth bring them closer together or tear them apart ?

Christmas comes and goes and New Years Eve is spent in New York City in Times Square with all of the
people, fireworks, confetti and the Waterford Crystal Ball. When you have only ever watched New Years
Eve on TV being in Times Square live and in person is an amazing feeling.

Can they keep the amazing feeling going after finding out what is behind the locked door ?

Oh did I mention to say....Tanner and Natalie !! Oh yes I did !!

I can't wait for more......Emily they get better and better each time !!


